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From the very beginning of the Biennale 
project, it was said that the Value 
Factory’s horizon lies beyond that single 
three-monthly event. That it was poised 
to become a lasting place of inspiring 
bold ideas of designers, clients, and 
visiting citizens. A place for creativity 
as –in Albert Einstein’s famous words- 
intel l igence having fun. A place of 
learning and a place of doing. At the re-
opening op this old factory building in its 
new default setting in December 2013, 
it was ready for further experiment, 
occupation, programming. Shenzhen life 
could take over…
The Biennale itself can be seen as one 
extensive test. The Value Factory was 
tested on its use. It was tested to resist 
the climate. It was tested by 150.000 
visitors on its clarity and attractivity. It 
was tested by its residents and program 
partners. It was tested by countless 
critics who wrote about it. But last but 

not least, the Value Factory was also 
tested as first step to a long term 
development. A test which is far from 
over. Actually, only now, around the 
Closing Ceremony, this test can really 
begin.
This is the reason the Value Factory 
Academy came into being, using the 
Biennale time to run its first course for 
its first generation of students. They 
were exposed to the complete spectrum 
of Value Factory creativity, but also were 
they asked to reflect upon the future 
of this place and design it. And so they 
did. This final presentation provides the 
KRUL]RQ�RI�LPDJLQDWLRQ�RI�WKLV�¿UVW�JURXS��
Time will tell soon if reality will rely on it.

Ole Bouman
Creative Director Value Factory and 
Founder of the VFA.

Introduction
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Material: Painted steel, wood

Value Factory Urban Frame

2m

2m

2m

0.5m

Value Factory Frame is the product of com-

munication group from Value Factory Acad-

emy. This urban furniture, combined with a 

frame, a bench, a trash, a Value Factory logo 

and a story, is a gift from Value Factory to 10 

spots in Shenzhen. 

This Frame is trigger of topics about Vaule 

Factory rather than just a furniture. When 

people read about the story written on the 

frame, they will start to discuss about the 

place where is framed and the connection 

between this framed place and Value Factory.

When more and more people participate in 

the discussion about Value Factory, the num-

ber of visitors to Value Factory will increase, 

thus promoting the new hot spot, the new 

urban hub.

Communication and Branding
Author: Qianqian Ye, China
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A Smart Application
Value Factory

Phone apps/ Website
An interactive smartphone and com-

puter based application designed for 

Value Facoty in the future. This App 

will encourage young generation to 

know more about Value Facoty, inter-

act with Value Facoty and the city of 

Shenzhen, and make themselves as 

part of Value Facoty. 

Record your own story with that 

place

Take photo of the Stampled place 

with location

Stamp on your own Value Factory

When a place gets more than 100 

VWDPSV��LW�ZLOO�ZLQ�D�RI¿FDO�9DOXH�)DFWRU\�
urban frame.

Share your stamp to other media

An interactive smartphone and com-

puter based application designed for 

Value Facoty in the future. This App 

will encourage young generation to 

know more about Value Facoty, in-

teract with Value Facoty and the city 

of Shenzhen, and make themselves 

as part of Value Facoty. 
Chat with other users using ‘Value 

Facoty’
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Value Factory Urban Map

光明农场
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“Nvwa sculpture used to the hottest spot in town, but it’s almost 

forgetten, just like Value Factory, is the symbol of Shenzhen, which 

should be re-actived in the future.”

-- Junzhang Zhu, from Huizhou, has been Shenzhen for 10 years.

“Left fort is the green around Value Factory, the mountain is like a 

green heart of Shekou. At the same time, Value Factory will be the 

brown heart of Shekou in the future.”

-- Jason Koloff, from California, has been Shenzhen for 18 months.

左炮台 女娲补天
Sea World Nvwa SculptureLeft fort
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“Shekou port is the place I thought about when I am in Value Factory. 

Products are shipped from that port, just like here in Value Factory, 

new kind of products are shipped out, like creativity, ideas and revolu-

tion.”

-- Karie Yu, from Hongkong, has been Shenzhen for 5 years.

“F518 is the place where I used to hang out with my friends a lot, 

which is a renewal of industrial heritage as well, just like here in Value 

Factory.”

-- Wei Li, from Anyang, has been Shenzhen for 1 years.

蛇口码头 F518艺术区
Shekou port F518 Art District
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“Bright Farm is in a quite remote area, but there are still a lot of peo-

ple heading there for fun, which reminds me of there in Value Factory. 

They share the similar identity, like in urban border, new lifestyle and 

sustainable.”

-- Junqing Ke, from Chengdu, has been Shenzhen for 8 years.

“Minsk is a good memory from my childhood. I was quite impressed 

by the giant scale and the industrial looking. When I am visiting Value 

Factory, the image of Minsk just gets into my mind, I feel like Value 

Factory is another Minsk which is waiting for a new adventure.”

-- Yinghua Wang, from Beijing, has been Shenzhen for 3 years.

光明农场 明斯克航母
Bright Farm Minsk Aircraft Carrier
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“I used to live in a shaking-hands-building in Huangbeiling urban 

XKNNCIG�YJGP�+�ECOG�VQ�5JGP\JGP�HQT�VJG�ƂTUV�VKOG��+�UCY�VJG�TCY�FGUKTG�
of pursuing a new life there. Thanks for Value Factory which recalls my 

memory about the urban village. ”

-- Liang Zhang, from Wenzhou, has been Shenzhen for 6 months.

“My parents used to take me back to Shenzhen to visit my family and 

VJG�ƂTUV�VJKPI�YG�FKF�KP�VJCV�VTKR�YCU�IQKPI�VQ�.K\JK�2CTM�CPF�VCMKPI�
photo with the portrait of Deng Xiaoping. Value Factory reminds me of 

Lizhi Park since they are both products of open-door policy.”

-- Jessie Kwee, from Singpore, has been Shenzhen for 2 weeks.

荔枝公园黄贝岭城中村
Huangbeiling urban village Dengxiaoping portrait in Lizhi Park
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“My friend and I went to Bai Shi Zhou a lot when we were kids because 

there are so many places to take adventures, like some construction 

site. I feel the colums in the machine hall of Value Factory are so similar 

with the colums are saw in Bai Shi Zhou, they are signs of demolishing 

but developing at same time.”

-- Binbin Chen, from Shenzhen, has liven in Shenzhen for 25 years.

“Diwang Building is the highlight of Shenzhen city, the core of CBD. 

But I believe in the future Value Factory will be the core of Shekou, and 

Shekou will be the new hub of Shenzhen.”

-- Scarlet Zhang, from Shanghai, has been Shenzhen for 2 days.

白石洲蔡屋围
Cai Wu Wei Bai Shi Zhou
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The UABB used Shekou at the city’s 
urban border and a derelict glass 
factory as one of its venue. In 
general, the UABB has successfully 
rescued the value of it and attracted 
certain kinds of people. The big 
question is for future, what would 
happen after the exhibition? Can its 
value continue? What can we do to 
keep it running and maintain its 
value? What is its future value?

For a bigger picture, the main goal is 
to keep value factory running itself. 
And People’s participation or 
involvement in the value factory is 
highly essential for future running. 
So the specific objective would be to 
attract different kinds of people to 
get involved.

One of the amazing characteristic 
and value of Value Factory is its 
possibility. New Program Team 
inherits the idea of reusing, trying to 
activite the possibility of the 
unemployed place, by designing and 
introducing new program of different 
kinds of activities to atrract different 
kind of people, basing on the quality 
and spatial experience of diffenrent 
sites,and design the activities by 
time. In the end , with more and 
more people's engagement, The 
Value Factory is activated again.

Authors:

Activities Think-tank

NEW PROGRAM

Jing Huang, Yuhao Zheng, Fei Li,
Qing Ye, Meilun Gao, Xueyin Wu,
Minkun Huang, Prawit Kittichanthira.  
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The future activities happen 
in the Value Factory are 
designed by time. Each month 
or every several months are 
connected to festivals, 
holliday or significant events 
and therefore have different 
themes and theme activities. 
In this way, different kinds of 
people can use the value 
factory by participating 
divertisified activities. With 
this design agenda, people 
will also know what will 
happen in each month or 
each day and it become 
certain promotion and 
branding.
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FAMILY 

GROUP

Diy Workshop For GlassFarming Lessons Public Kitchen Interaction
Of

Parents-children 

We have import the Farm from 
HongKong,but to us the Farm is not only a 
little Farm but more like a life style that 
people plant their vegetables at home, so we 
want to teach the people how to farm here 
and gradually they can enjoy the fun of 
farming at home.

Lack of food is the main problem of the 
factory, so we  want to set up some public 
Kitchen which can be used for the family to
cook and have a picnic around the farm, and 
even Family can enjoy the process of picking 
vegetables, cooking them and eating them.

The factory is used for making glasses 
before，we want Family making glasses 
by theirselves and enrouse their 
respectation to the history of the 
factory.
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INDIVIDUAL 

GROUP

Pillow Fight
Location: machine hall
The columns in the machine hall have formed a natural 
interesting interspace setting where people can run between 
the columns and hide behind them, which make it a suitable 
site to create some interaction activities. Unacquaintance 
People can have Pillow Fight here, chasing others to hit or 
hiding from others’ hunting, during which they can relax and 
also have fun if coming alone.

Reading Club
Location: silo (EVERSUN BAR)
SPATIAL EXPERIENCE:
High,spacious, quiet, calm 
down. 
Suitable for silent activities like 
meditation, reading and having 
a deep thought. 
By using the curve shape and 
highness of the silo, a smooth 
spiral ramp is designed along 
the curve wall upward with 
bookcases cling to the wall, so 
people can use the spiral ramp 
or a central designed spiral 
stairs to get access to different 
levels of bookcases, sit and read 
there. 

Relaxation
And

Beguilement

TREASURE 
HUNT

YOUR TREASURE 

IS 

WANTED
!!!

BY AKI LEE, ARTIST

FROM WECHAT-UABB

BY AKI LEE, ARTIST

BY ZHU YUANZHI, ARCHITECT

Tresure Hunt
Location:the whole VALUE 
FACTORY
On the back of the activity 
agenda, people will find 
TREASURE HUNT Activity. 
With this in hand, people 
are expected to chase the 
amazing treasures posed 
to find them and take 
pictures to show you have 
found them and their 
treasure of the value 
factory is also wanted, can 
be details, material, etc.. 
People who find the 
treasure can get a 
beautiful stamp on it as a 
souvenir.
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FRIENDS 

GROUP

 

Have
Fun

Together

Music Club
Location: silo
The silo is high and wide. 
It is fabulous when you 
talking there. Thus, we 
decide to change it into a 
music club. People can 
enjoy music here.

Bungee Jump
Location: chimney
The height of chimney is 
75 m. It is high nough to 
have a bungee jump. It 
is one of our extreme 
sports. Young people 
nowadays focus on new 
life styles and they like 
playing the bungee 
jump. Bungee jump is 
also new to China, so it 
is a big opportunity for 
us.

Counter Strike
Location: machine hall

According to the site, there are 
columns in the machine hall. We 
will make use of these columns, 

and make the place into a counter 
strike site. This kind of sports 

game reminds us of childhood. 

Rock Climbing
Location: surface of silo
You can experience exciting and 
shock when you climbing on the 
high place. You have to overcome 
the thoughts of giving it up and 
you gain the strong belief. 
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Ҹ॑ࡇыޏ
NEW PEOPLE'S COMMUNE
॑Ԛু
COMMUNITY GROUP

શמஆ XIE, Tianyang

О XU, Guangweiٺڰ

FANG, Xiaojun ⛮ެސ

ஐ梁Ԣ CHEN, Yinghua

劏Ѳ橷 HU, Boji (only for Berlage Winterschool)
㬕 ZHU, Man (only for Berlage Winterschool)

ђЯߖӱֽ١
From rural to urban

ଳࠀxގڴࠆઘЍउЇક١ֽךङଆ֪٫ ѕङа澦ֽ١澧Иӊଳ֨ͫٷ
Ȕ۩֨ୌӱङୃީԽࣿߎйЯߖङыՍͫۃڶЊںէୃۼवйѕћ
Иङֽ١Иͫڶ૯й▲य़ٚםङ⼖ڢވИͫऩङީֽ֨١ୌОਘٜङж
Ո▲ׂߎѸС֪ॹૡФ֪澞ȕ

Doug Saunders visited lots of edges of the city in the world and he wrote in 
his book Arrival City:
"What I found in these places were people who had been born in villages, 
ZKR�KDG�WKHLU�PLQGV�DQG�DPELWLRQV�À[HG�RQ�WKH�V\PEROLF�FHQWHU�RI�WKH�FLW\��
DQG�ZKR�ZHUH�HQJDJHG� LQ�D�VWUXJJOH�RI�PRQXPHQWDO�VFRSH�WR�ÀQG�D�EDVLF�
and lasting berth in the city for their children."

ЗாऩљڢїⴽङՇيԷОਅްંؙޏ୍ߛ١ֽڇଆङٗڒڅԴ澞
۩ћОӪߛӱⴽङֽ١ଆыગઋӟ▲ڇҶޏङ॑Ԛͫ҉֨▲ڇՕࣿङ
উИ澞ڏߣٚ

The project reviews this abandoned factory at urban border with development 
history of Shenzhen as the background. We design a brand new community 
for the border men that just arrived in Shenzhen. The community will attach 
itself to a growing mega-structure.

ֽ١
Arrival City

ARRIVAL CITY 

(
First step from rural to urban areas.

ARRIVAL CITYRURAL URBAN
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ҁОֽ١ଆͫٺБࣸ࣬ࡣԴՕљۨО▲ЗОߛਘИ֢Яߖङыћङ▲З
ֽ١澞З॑ԚՕљએѕћљѺͫࣿߎۨࣿڊОѕћҵֽ١Иڶҟӕ
澞ו

As an urban border, the Guangdong can be an arrival city for the people from 
rural. The community will provide low cost lives for them while they will be 
SUHSDULQJ�IRU�ÀQG�D�SODFH�LQ�WKH�FHQWHU�RI�WKH�FLW\�

И֢Ф
Open Gate of China

И֢ы֨И֢ङԘސғউдֽљܙ㒤ߛਘԘސङ䕊ޕࡇङҵҍ澞ЊԘސЉ
գͫИ֢ԧࢨސङُি▲फީؼИ֢Њ؟֢ސՇࣿсङ֪ސ澞堞Սͫ
ٶљٷӱୌͫߛב书ыיङךߛԧঀͫ߂ⴽङ ��� ङବچ澞
堞ՍٝՇيО▲З֢߄எնङԚֿͫЭީי书ыב૫Їⴽङଣܫ澞

&KLQHVHV�EXLOW� WKH�*UHDW�:DOO� LQ� WKH�QRUWK�RI�&KLQD� WR� UHVLVW� WKH�QRPDG·V�
invasions. Different from north China, the endless coastline in south China 
has always been the confrontation between the chineses and foreigners. 
Shekou, the southest part of Shenzhen, had more and more  foreigners 
coming and increase 20% per year. Shekou is now an international area and 
the best  choice for foreigners come to China.

தѽࣿ
Collective Life

И֢һфҴݺۼԷ
+LVWRU\�RI�&RPPXQLVP�3DUW\·V�5HLJQ

Ҹ॑Ӳ澞ыћ֨ઋӦࡇङИؘ֢੧ыљӌЏОПͫޞߊޞБࡃ֨
ѽӲЈङыࡇҸ॑Иଋवதѽࣿ澞

,Q�0DR�=HGRQJ·V�SHULRG��&KLQD�ZLWK�WKH�SUHGRPLQDQWO\�DJULFXOWXUDO�HFRQRP\�
SUDFWLFHG� WKH�SHRSOH·V�FRPPXQH�V\VWHP��8QGHU� WKH�SODQQHG�HFRQRP\��
SHRSOH�OLYH�WKHLU�FROOHFWLYH�OLYHV�LQ�WKH�SHRSOH·V�FRPPXQHV�

ӱд愍ͫߊޞٵشИ֢ڐдݷஶंͫݹڐઋӦէд١֫澞ыћ
ӟдҸ॑ͫڐдЗѽࣿ澞堞ՍҁОИ֢ݷஶݹڐङӹͫசवфЏԟͫ
ۨॹд堞ՍٗЏԚͫޝйⴽࣔԚङۨॹ澞

'XULQJ� WKH�'HQJ·V�SHULRG��&KLQD�EHJDQ� WKH�(FRQRPLF�5HIRUP�� IURP� WKH�
SODQQHG� HFRQRPLF� WR� WKH�PDUNHW� HFRQRPLF��3HRSOH� OHIW� WKH� SHRSOH·V�
FRPPXQHV�DQG�VWDUW� WKHLU� LQGLYLGXDO� OLYHV��$V� WKH�SLRQHHU�RI�(FRQRPLF�
5HIRUP�� WKH�6KHNRX� ,QGXVWULDO� =RQH�KDG�EHHQ� IRXQG�DV� WKH� LQGXVWU\�
XSJUDGLQJ��HDUOLHU�WKDQ�WKH�IRUPDWLRQ�RI�6KHQ]KHQ�6SHFLDO�(FRQRPLF�=RQH�

֨١֫Јͫ▲ୂӣИ֢ыئߛङգͫޞЭԆםд帚ٛئ澞॰ы֜Оી
ѫ澞ߑԾдؘ࣫ਘٜ㱌ङע৲Љૡئ

Under the market economic, the gap between the rich and poor started 
getting larger while part of the chineses became richer. The poors lost their 
opportunities to achieve their dreams because of lacking the properties.

ARRIVAL CITY 

(
First step from oversea to urban areas.

ARRIVAL CITYOVERSEA URBAN
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॑ѫक़ӯ
Social Welfare

Одঢ়ش帚ٛئͫЉީߛਘЯߖङИ֢ыଐީߛਘיङ֢יыͫٺБ
ٮͫ܃ٴԗչЏԗङߎஔҸ॑ͫࡇыޏङҁО▲ЗதѽࣿرԴࣸ࣬ࡣ
ԉпଆыֽ֨١ଆଝଦਘٜङ㱌澞

To diminish the gap of rich and poor, the Guangdong Float Glass Factory will 
EH�WKH�QHZ�SHRSOH·V�FRPPXQH�RI�FROOHFWLYH� OLIH��JHWWLQJ�ULG�RI� WKH�GLVWXUE�RI�
capitalization and commercialization helping the border men, the chineses 
from rural and the foreigners from overseas, chasing their dreams at the 
urban border.

Ҹ॑ࡇыޏ
New People's Commune

ڔސࣿޏ
New Lifestyle

ԚӰйҿѕֽ١ͫդОޏыࡇҸ॑ङ॑Ԛ҈ݕرОதԗङதՠѻ؊澝
һцङҸһॱչлԉङыஎҼ澞

$SDUW� IURP�RWKHUV� DUULYDO� FLWLHV�� WKH� FRPPXQLW\� QDPHG�QHZ�SHRSOH·V�
commune will provide more intensive housing, shared public spaces and 
mutual aid relationship.

фЏԟ
Industry Upgrading

ਘ ���� ѮङӲଭЏԟं֨࠳ⴽԗॹ١ȕ۫ऋͫކȔޑⴽ١ؘͫߛљٶ
ОކԗӫଭфЏ澞ٺБࣸ࣬ࡣԴҁОݷஶߊޝݹڐङડँͫљ ���� ٶ
Ԛङ্॑ԗфЏОПङதѽࣿކⴽљОۨީͫߑ⼛ОيٶউՅڏ١ֽ
҄ડँͫٮԉⴽंȔⴽӲଭȕӱȔⴽӫଭȕ澞

Since 2003, Shenzhen have practiced the culture supporting development 
strategy. Shenzhen is transforming from manufacturing industry to culture 
FUHDWLQJ��$V�WKH�H[SHULPHQW�ÀHOG�LQ�HDUO\�(FRQRPLF�5HIRUP��WKH�*XDQJGRQJ�
Float Glass Factory can be the optimized location for the collective life 
community for the culture industry after 2013 Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism 
Architecture, helping Shenzhen transforms from “Made in Shenzhen” to 
“Create in Shenzhen”.

Ԙчਫ؟ߐङଈ㒜Ф૨
Migration of Beijing Artists
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ཌളӰᶛѣളⲺㅢж↛Ⱦ
First step for foreigners come to   

China. 

ᆜѣᮽ
Learn Chinese

Ҽ䀙ѣളᮽौ
Understand the 

chinese culture

ᆜՐ⅙䎅ѣ但
Learn to appreciate 

chinese food

䎐Ӱ≇ᐷ
Earn RMB

ᔰީ㌱
Build your own 

Guan Xi

㘹ѣള傴➝
Get the chinese 

driving license

ᖉཌളӰ䘸ᓊ൞ѣളⲺ⭕⍱θ
ቧਥԛԄӰ≇ޢ⽴ć∋ѐĈৱค
ᐸѣᗹ⭕⍱ҼȾ
After the foreigners get used to 

the chinese lifestyle, they can 

“graduate” from the New 

People’s Commune and go to 

the city center. 

䍡キⲺ㢰ᵥᇬᮏ㛨ᴿỜᜩⲺߒ≇
ԛ㧭֒ࡑグ䰪Ⱦ
Poor artists pay  for their own 

creative work space by educat-

ing the farmers who wants to be 

artists.

ᜩᡆѰ㢰ᵥᇬⲺߒ≇൞ԭߒٲ൰
㙋〃ԛ㧭ᗍ䍡キ㢰ᵥᇬⲺᮏ㛨Ⱦ
Farmers who want to be artists  

pay for being educated by the 

poor artists by working in the 

value farm.

ࡑὃ仓ཌⲺ伕⢟ૂ㢰ᵥᇬ〃≇ߒ
֒Ⲻ㢰ᵥਥ䙐䗽䱼䐥ૂ≪䐥䬶
ᖶ⽴॰ཌȾ
The extra food and the art works 

that the farmers and the artists 

produce will sale to out side of 

the community by land and 

water.

ᖉߒ≇ૂ㢰ᵥᇬᗍࡦҼ䏩ཕⲺᢶ
ᵥૂ䠇䫧θቧਥԛԄ䘏Ѡ᯦Ӱ
ć∋ѐĈৱคᐸѣᗹҼȾ⽴ޢ≇
After the farmers and the artists 

get enough skills and money, 

they can “graduate” from the 

New People’s Commune and go 

to the city center.

ԭٲ䈴ぁ
Value Class
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தՠѻ؊खஏⴽ
Housing: Land on SZ

௫䨫֣
Bird-view Plan

љखஏⴽО۞էͫ۩ћرதՠѻ؊չһцٗҁॱҵ▲ֲ
ѽИߡם ҵٗԴԽ֭ॱͫٷ , љґऊٗԴԽߛङמஎি澞

Take the Land on Shenzhen as an image, we put the housing 
and shared working space into one huge plate volume. Fill 
the empty sapce of the former side of factory with the plate 
volume in order to maintain the original skyline.
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۩ћગઋдІय़Љգङѻ؊ԥҫͫЗԥҫީՅыङДكѻ؊ॱ澞І
य़ԥҫՕљܷܰӟЉգङٵவ澞
We design three different kinds of housing units. Every unit is a two 
stories living space for two persons. This three kinds of units can 
put together into different forms.

Іय़Љգङѻ؊ԥҫ
Three kinds of units
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வ֣ٵ
Plan ԥҫܷЉգەӑՕুՠۨЉգٵவͫଐՕљ“ࣿȕӱյଆر

ڒڅङٗЏԚИ澞
Units form into different plans with different situations. They 
can also "growing" to the other industrial areas.
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RECEIVING IDEAS. Many di!erent ideas are gather together here, since 
Shenzhen represents an hub for many creative people. Taking advantages on 
the border situation an heterougenous mix of people are attracted here.

CREATE A PLACE. These people with di!erent 
background meet here, in the Shenzhen Creative 
Design Institute, where the place allow them collabo-
rate and to create.

PARALLEL THINKING. Di!erent ways of thinking 
are placed side by side, and collaborating with 
each other, they create the arena for making 
creative solutions.  

NETWORKING IDEAS. People, materials, ideas 
are connected through a website. Being 
inspired by other ideas and the collaborations 
between di!erent people for new projects is 
the main aim of this platform. 

CONNECTION WITH THE CITY. The Institute will 
represent a landmark in the city, where all the 
events and the information will be shown on the 
screen on the chimney.

Shenzhen

    TRADING 
IDEAS

CONNECT 
WITH THE 

CITY

          LEARN 
CREATIVITY

 CONNECT 
WITH    
   YOURSELF A SCHOOL WHERE

the HIERARCHIES do not exist anymore, 
only 

the CREATIVE PROCESS 
and the PEOPLE’S INITIATIVE

 run it. 

CONNECT 
WITH THE
         OTHERS

SHENZHEN CREATIVE DESIGN INSTITUTE
the future of Value Factory: EDUCATION
Authors:Gaia Agostini, 郑贤发 , 杨毅 , 庄晓炜 
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CONNECT 
WITH THE
     OTHERS

    TRADING 
IDEAS

CONNECT 
WITH THE 

CITY

          LEARN 
CREATIVITY

Shenzhen MAP

THE CHIMNEY-LANDMARK: The area is on an hill 
nearby the Shekou Port and it could be seen from 

really far away. Shekou, with its industrial heritage, 
represent the core of Shenzhen development. That is the 
reason why the chimney of the ex-Glass factory emblema-

tize the icon of a new form of education and, as a lighthouse, 
will be used to attract and guide more people to it. 

The attractiveness will cross and go beyond the 
boarders of the city, thanks to the relationship with 

the sea and its boundless characteristic.

THE SIGNAGE OF CDI
ӋؐᎹॖⱘᷛᖫ

THE LIBRARY OF CDI
Ӌؐк佚
PUBLIC ACTIVITY
⌏݅݀

PLACE FOR PRODUCTION
߯ぎ䯈
PLACE FOR INSPIRATION
♉ᛳぎ䯈

LEGEND�՟

PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
݀݅Ѹ⌕

PLACE FOR SHARING IDEA
ѿᛣ㾕ぎ䯈ߚ
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SPACE FOR RECORD
记录空间

SILO II

STAIRS & ELEVATOR
楼梯   & 电梯

DISCUSSING SPACE
讨论空间

THINKING ROOM
思考室

ENTRANCE HALL
入口大厅

ELEVATOR
电梯

BOOKSHELF
书架

READING SPACE
阅览空间

SILO I

          LEARN 
CREATIVITYCONNECT 

WITH THE
     OTHERS

    TRADING 
IDEAS

 CONNECT 
WITH    
   YOURSELF

SILOS: After getting out from the reading silos, the partecipants need some space where they can gather all the 
information to reorganize them and "nd out new connections among them. Creativity needs a place where 
people can think in silence, where they can "nd out new insights to use in the process of making. The "rst part 
will be the research of insights and people can choose among di!erent athmosphere  where they feel more 

confortable.
The space is organize in a way where coming out from this loneliness, the partecipants have the possibility 

to show and share their "rst step in the creative process, to get feedback and new ideas from the others.
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+ =
Light&Shadow

EMPTY SILOS: They represents 
the last step in the insight 
moment. These spaces can be 
changed and used in di!erent 
ways. A projector, will be 
provided, so partecipants can 
show their ideas to others and 
ask for suggestions, for 
feedbacks: the others will 
provide motivation to improve 
the quality of the works.

STAIRS-SILO: Rooms with 
di!erent athmosphere are 
provided.  The sequence 
from the light room to the 
dark room represents the 
di!erent steps in the digest-
ing - information process. 
Partecipants can choose 
which one is more suitable 
for their own personality.

THE READING SILO: In this 
space people can reasearch 
and read, while looking for 
inspirations. Books by great 
thinkers are collected here and 
they can be read by the 
partecipants. This place is 
connected with the other silos 
where partecipants have time 
to digest their insights and 
come out with new ideas.
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MACHINE HALL

出入口
ENTRANCE

厕所
TOILET

出入口
ENTRANCE

SCREEN
屏幕

DISCUSSING ROOM
讨论室

1F

MULTI-USE SPACE
多功能空间

·SCREEN:It will offer students some information about the lectures and the space.
  屏幕  :主要是为学生提供当天的课程信息以及各个房间的使用情况。

STUDIO
工作室

-1F

PRODUCTION ROOM
手工制作室

AUDITORIUM
成果讨论

EXHIBITION
成果展示

RESEARCHING ROOM
研究室

7

1

3

1310 11 122F

DISCUSSING ROOM
讨论室

STUDIO
工作室

CONNECT 
WITH THE
         OTHERS

CONNECT 
WITH THE
     OTHERS

    TRADING 
IDEAS

CONNECT 
WITH THE 

CITY           LEARN 
CREATIVITY

 CONNECT 
WITH    
   YOURSELF

THE MACHINE HALL: This is the place where 
ideas and the process of creating are shown. 

The visitors can come and see the process 
of making something out combin-

ing di!erents inputs. All the ideas 
come here together and they 

become the "nal product.
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THE GLASS ROOMS: The process 
of making should be supported 
by con"dence, concentration and 
motivation. The glass which 
divide the work-spaces allows the 
visitors to see the partecipants 
creating something inside, but  
partecipants cannot see the 
visitors: they are not distracted, 
they do not feel  judged by them 
and they can be concentrated on 
their ideas. But the visitors can still 
get inside and give to the 
partecipants some suggestions.

RELATIONSHIP INSIDE OUTSIDE 
38



THE GLASS EXPOSITION: The "nal outcomes, the "nal results, are shown in the machine 
hall. Flexible glass panels are availables and can be used by the partecipants to show their 
creation in the space they prefer. From the upper corridors which bring the visitors in the 
main space of the machine hall, the visitor can have the "rst perception of the new 
productions. Coming down into the space, the visitors can see them closer, touch them. 
The exposition can be held also in the water area, where boardwalks can be placed to use 
the athmosphere create by the water.

pull
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下

PC

下

READING SPACE
阅览空间

AUDITORIUM
报告厅

STUDIO
工作室

PLAYGROUND
运动场

MULTI-USE SPACE
多功能空间

1F 2F

DISCUSSING ROOM
聊天室

WARE HOUSE

AUDITORIUM: This space represent 
a "xed point in the structure and it 
will not change its form and 
function: in fact it is already ful"lling 
in the best way the try of sharing 
ideas through speeches. Certainly 
the sharing of ideas could be held 
everywhere,  but this space can host 
a large amount of people and the 
exposed theories could be 
supported throught the projection 
of images.

WORKSPACES: white walls separate 
smaller spaces , and provide a 
sequence of bright smaller areas, 
where workshops for small groups 
can be held  . Small groups let the 
people speak more freely, let them 
partecipate more actively during the 
activities, during the discussions. 
Machines used for making object for 
di!erent purposes can also be 
placed here, because the areas 
remain aired and bright.

CONNECT 
WITH THE
     OTHERS

    TRADING 
IDEAS

CONNECT 
WITH THE 

CITY

          LEARN 
CREATIVITY

WAREHOUSE: This place represents the 
connections and the sharing of ideas. People from 
other institutes, partecipants in the academy, 

workers and experts can o!er lectures about their 
research, about their "ndings and ideas.

Here is where the shared ideas are already "nalized , but 
they could serve for other purposes in other project. The 

sharing remains therefore the main characteristic of this 
place where people can ask and understand more deeply other 

ideas which could be re-shaped in the future. There are also 
work-shops places where workers can show how to make objects and 

people can listen, learn and practice.
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of industrial fabric. According to the increasing 
real estate value and the expiration of leasing 
contracts, factories being relocated to northern 
Shenzhen development zones, like the former 
glass factory. If Shenzhen wants to gain the 
term of a post-generic city in terms of striving 
for historic moments and cultural memories, the 
most crucial of those vacant spaces need to be 
preserved in future changes. In the following 
lh&\Zee^]�OZen^�Lrlm^f%�rhn�pbee�Ûg]�mahn`aml�
Zg]� ]^Ûg^]� oZen^l� h_� ma^� OZen^� ?Z\mhkr� Zg]�
its surroundings.

The Shekou area with the former glass factory and its 
surroundings is predicted for a shift from a heavy industry 
towards a high-tech, service and cultural industry area, 
because of the fact that the leasing contracts of the 
main stakeholder, China Merchants, are lasting only for 
30-40 years. Heavy industry companies started their 
activity after the implementation of Deng Xiaopings 
“social and economic development initiatives” in the 
*21)�l�Zg]�p^k^�mZdbg`�[^g^Ûml�Z\\hk]bg`�mh�ma^�ab`a�
quality of place at the coastal condition. Nowadays, 
the image of Shekou has still a strong active industrial 
character, but you can already recognize vacant spaces 

I
INTRO

OZen^�?Z\mhkr

Sand Mine

Contaniner 
Storage Logistics

Cafeteria

URBAN CONTEXT
POTENTIAL II
TIAN LAN, SILVAN HAGENBROCK 
DUYGU KABAN, WUSHIYU, AKI LEE
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Container
Harbour

O:EN>�?:<MHKR

ago, were talking about the paradigm 
shift from an industrial towards a society 
of knowledge 20 years ago. They 
invented the term of industrial cultural 
a^kbmZ`^'� ?hk� f^%� l^o^kZe� `^g^kZmbhgl�
and political epochs create heritage 
and created a collective memory. In 
Shenzhen, the time of coping with this 
changing paradigm took only 30 years 
after the urban development started. 
Therefore, it is controverisal talking about 
an industrial cultural heritage in Shekou, 
moreover talking about an object, which 
represents a certain time of Chinese 
industry in “open policy”.  

After which certain amount 
of time you can introduce 
ma^� m^kf� a^kbmZ`^8� ?hk�
instance, administrations, 
planners and architects in 
western industrial cities like 
Dortmund, where heavy 
industries started 150 years 

II
MA>�O:EN>�H?�MA>�
ABLMHKR
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INDUSTRIAL
HERI TAGE
ᐛѐ䚍൶

COMMERCIAL
DEVE LOPMENT

ѐᔶਇ

WHARF
ᇘ䘆⸷ཪ

INDUSTRIAL
HERI TAGE
ᐛѐ䚍൶

CANNON
HERI TAGE
⛤ਦ䚍൶

ORIGINAL
COMMUNITY

ᰝ⽴॰
0m   100   200                   500                                     1000

N

AN EVOLUTION OF SHEKOU

 

SHORELINE & URBAN LANDSCAPE

ORIGINAL SHORELINE

ჷ൚ψན

CURRENT SHORELINE

ཊႼψན

We try to interpret the industrial 
heritage and its urban landscape 
in Shekou area as places that cha-
racterize the footprint of our city. By 
tracing along the original shoreline 
of Shekou, it might give a clue on 
how the area become what it looks 
like today and what potential should 
it have in terms of retrospect and 
prospect, which could possibly shed 
eb`am� hg� ma^� ihlbmbhg� h_� O?� Zfhg`�
these urban landscape.

MA>�O:EN>�H?�
CONNECTION

III
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INDUSTRIAL
HERI T
ᐛѐ䚍൶

INDUSTRIAL
GE

ᐛѐ䚍൶

COMMERCIAL
DEVE

ѐᔶਇ

WHARF
ᇘ䘆⸷ཪ

ORIGINAL
COMMUNITY
旧社区

HERI TA

AGE

LOPMENT

面粉厂

AN INTERACTION BETWEEN PLACES
VALUE FACTORY & MANY MORE

There are sites adjacent to the value 
factory that tell a story of how and 
why these landscape have been tre-
ated during the development, which 
could be meaningful to convey a sen-
se of identity for the place and pro-
mote our experience when visiting 
the factory and surrounding industry 
inheritance.
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VALUE FACTORY

OMA NEW HARBOUR

NEW QINHAI CITY

OMA MORPHOLOGYHARBOUR

SEAWORLD

?NMNK>�=>O>EHIF>GM�H?�
<HGG><MBOBMR

OZen^�?Z\mhkr�bl�̂ g\ehl^]�[r�oZlm�
urbanization. Two main physical 
developments are already taking 
place next to the value factory, 
which are contributing to the 
expanding urban morphology. 
Rem Koolhaas OMA is designing 
a new harbour city close to 
ma^� La^dhn� ?^kkr� m^kfbgZe'�
Second, the northwestern major 
development of “Qianhai city” 
pbee� bgÜn^g\^� ab`a� ik^llnk^%� Z�
fast redevelopment of value 
factory and its neighbourhoods. 
Manl%�ma^�OZen^�?Z\mhkr�bl�`hbg`�
to have a key role in connecting 
two different expansions and 
fragmented fabrics.

As we imagine a new 
contextualized cultural cluster of 
industries, educational institutions, 
diverse residential land-uses 
combined with local heavy 
industries we will reproduce and 
regenerate a mono-functional 
non-place to a very valuable 
space.

IV
MA>�O:EN>�H?�
MA>�LI:<>
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Road network

VALUE FACTORY

AIR PRODUCTS 

BRIDGE

LOGISTICS

OIL SUNOCO

CNOIC ENGINEERS

PETROLEUM

ENGINEERING

GASES 

AIR PRODUCTS

Surroundings
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h_� ma^� OZen^� ?Z\mhkr� f^Zgl� e^Zobg`� Z�
place of senses and entering an open 
space without meanings. This open space 
needs to be overcome due to its lack of 
urbanity, its isolated enclosed islands of 
factories and connected main roads with 
ghblr�a^Zor�mkZ_Û\l'�
IeZ\^l� h_� bgm^kZ\mbhg%� ieZ\^l� h_�
communication and a place of being are 
rarely found in the surroundings. There is 
one public cafeteria where the academy 
students are carrying their food to the 

The industrial structures found in Shekou 
are a unique appearance but differ in 
their typologies and functions. They are 
far away from Shenzhen main linear city 
functions. But today, there is a high demand 
to let people experience and appreciate 
an industrial heritage, which shows that 
the Chinese government is looking for a 
more meaningful city branding, but also 
introducing another space for innovation 
and creativity like OCT. Leaving the gates 

V
MA>� O:EN>� H?� MA>�
URBAN

biennale, where no more food left for 
the workers. There is a small kiosk shop, 
which is selling delicious bread. There is 
a Chinese women in charge of an workers 
dormitory who tries to describe her 
favourite place and there are thousands 
of colourful containers, waiting muted 
for their journey. The high value of Value 
?Z\mhkr� eb^l� bg� ma^� hi^gg^ll%� `bobg`� ma^�
chance for exchange, exploration and 
discovery. 
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WESTWARD  /   EASTWARD

NEW EXPERIENCE !

HONG KONG

FOREIGN LAND

URBAN AREA

URBAN AREA

MACAU

ZHUHAI
PRD

HINTERLAND

places where we rediscover 
the value of the industry inheritance, 
where we share new understanding 
of its potential that reveals 
history and future......

diversity
activities
......VI

>QIEHK:MBHG�G>O>K�
ENDS

The vast changes in urbanity needs 
to be discovered and conversed. The 
bgmkh]n\mbhg� h_� ma^� �OZen^� Ihhe
� bl� � Z�
witness of a certain time period to mark 
experiences and physical developments in 
Shekou Area by workers, locals, visitors, 
academics, scholars, students etc. The  
online platform enables a new form of 
participation and contributes towards 
transparency, a better understanding  
in urban development, and  evokes 
possibilities in activating a creative process 
and progress. The platform is not only a 
place of exchange more than a tool in 
generating new ideas of public opinions. 
?nkma^kfhk^%� �OZen^� Ihhe
� bl� Zg� hg`hbg`�
process which allows the public to be 
part of a changing image of the city while 
nlbg`� Zkml%� Ûef%� iahmh`kZial%� mh� ^qik^ll�
thoughts, concerns and improvements. 

VALUE POOL
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Go east 
! " e# S" e$ ou# area# % s# aåso# fac% n& # % ts# own# transfSVQEXMSRW�EJXIV�FIMRK�XLI�½VWX�I\TIVMQIRXEP�^SRI�for#
C" % na' s?# ! " e# Sea#WSVPH�MW�TPERRMRK�EW�E�WTSX�[LIre# one# can# " avI�E�TIEO�I\TIVMIRGe=# aåso# t" e# romant% c#
WERKLEM�6SEH�ERH�XLI�7LIR^LIR�FaË ?# # ! " e# å% ne# of# rIGPEMQIH�PERH�½REPåË # åeads# to# t" e# vaåue# factor Ë # and#
t" e# waå$ % n& # % ns% de# t" e# terr% tor Ë # cont% nues=�Trov% d% n& # a# d% fferIRX�I\TIVMIRGI�XLER�XLI�SRI�SJ�XLI�LMKL�
dens% tË # c% tË -å% fe?

FLÂNEUR1 As a Flaneur  
%JXIV�XLI�LMKL�WTIIH�HevIPSTQIRX�ERH�XLI�XVERWformat% on# of#
MRHYWXVMIW�TISTPI�Lave# more# free# t%me# to# $ % åå?�*PERIYV�MW�E�TIVWSR�
w" o# uses# " % s/" er# t%me# to# wander# around# t" e# c% tË # and# o) serve?#

-HIEW�GSQI�YT�[LMPI�[EPOMRK�EW�ER�YVFER�I\TIVMIRGe?# ! ISTPI�
I\Tress# t" e% r# t" ou& " ts# and# ma$ e# some# concåus% ons# a) out# t" e#
future# devIPSTMRK�) Ë # d% aåo& u% n& ?# # ' EVMSYW�TIVWSRW�[MXL�HMJference#
) ac$ & round# contr% ) ute# to# t" e# d% aåo& ues# and# crIEXI�XLI�WTMVMX�SJ�XLI�
c% tË ?#8LIR�XLI�[EPO�ERH�XLI�HMEPSKYI�FIGSQI�XLI�TIEO�I\TIVMIRGI�
of# t" e# ) or% n& # å% fe?
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THE PERFORMANCE 
SOUNDS OF WALKING

60”06’

SOUNDS/THE!PREFORM" N# E!/!EMOTION!FLO" T!/!FOLLOW!THE!LIGHTS!
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Walking dialogue / Following the lights  

! " # $ % & e# & ' ( ) ' ) * + + ! ( , * ' e( & $ e% " ( % de* ' ( - . ( f* # & ' ,( & $ - ) / $ ( & $ e( * " & % ' & % # ( * . d( ' e. ' % & % 0 e( 1 * + 2 (

# * . ( 3 " - 0 % de( ) ' ( 1 % & $ ( * ( f" e' $ ( * . / + e( - f( 0 % e1 ( & - 1 * " d' ( ) " , * . % ' ! ( * . d( ' - # % * + % ' ! .( 4 $ e(

' & - " ! ( - f( . + * . e) " ( & e* # $ e' ( $ - 1 ( - , ' e" 0 % . / ( & $ e( " e* + % & ! ( * . d( & $ % . 2 % . / ( * , - ) & ( & $ e(

MR¾YIRGI�SJ�XLI�LYQER�FIMRK�ERH�XLIR�FVMRKMRK�EPP�XLI�MHIEW�XSKIXLIV�GER�FI�E�
# * ) ' e( - f( * ( " e0 - + ) & % - . ( - " ( % . . - 0 * & % - . ( f- " ( & $ e( f) & ) " e.( Ne0 e" ( ' & - 3 ( & $ % . 2 % . / ( - . ( ! - ) " (

" - * d( * . d( . e0 e" ( ' & - 3 ( & * + 2 % . / ,( e+ # $ * . / % . / ( & $ e( % de* ' -% & ( 1 % + + ( , e( * ( 1 * ! ( + e* d% . / ( ) ' ( & - ( & $ e(
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3FOLLOW THE LIGHTS

special photography provider:Chao Zhang;Photoshop by Aki Lee
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dialogue

walking exhibition

output

Dialogue 

How to make a space more active.There were already thousands 

ideas beeing formulated.The empty rooms for eduction, 

workshop ,communication and go though to exhibit? A empty silo for 

an electronic party? A playground for a music festival? A cafe where is 

already a place for people having the discussions,now we are in a such 

special place with differIRX�FIRI½XW�for attracting the international 

investors,how can we make our investors to become a participants in 

this space? Could this space be a place which may gave a general 

answer to the contradiction between historic and new-born culture?

4ACTIVE SPACE

MEDIA HOUSE 
CAFE 
WORKSHOP

MEDIA HOUSE 
EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP

special photography provider:Chao Zhang
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SILO-CLOCK 
“Time is money,�IJ½GMIRG]�MW�PMfe.” Is it? Does the histor]�PMRI�
bring us to the peak of the mountain? WEPOMRK�XLSYKL�XLI�
JEGXSr]�WTEGIW�EW�E�TrSHYGXMSR�PMRI�SJ�Greativity export,�WMPS�
is the perfIGX�TPEGI�XS�WIX�SYVWIPves free and have a 

KIRIVEPPy open mind to a future. “You don’t have to do 

anything, just to s[MXGL�XLI�EXXMXYHI�Xowards arGLMXIGXYre” , 

sa]W�3PI�&SYQER, the Creative dirIGXSV�SJ�XLI�&M�GMX]�
&MIRREPe. The design proposed don’X�GLERKI�Enything but 

PMKLXW�JEPPMRK�Ho[R�MR�E�GIrtain time ma]�GLERKI�XLI�
atmospherI�SJ�XLI�WTEGI�ERH�XLI�WSYRHW�MR�XLI�
TIVTIRHMGYPEV�WTEGI�GER�LIPT�XS�YRHIVWXERH�XLI�QIERMRK�SJ�
time and the speed of their own . YSY�GER�Lave the 70% of 

XLI�HIWMKR�EPready, but there is aPways 5km to the 

HIWXMREXMSR���E�TIVfIGXMSR���WXMPP. Stop, take time to fIIP�XLI�
present moment,�XEPO�[MXL�your partner, that is ySYV�PMfe. 

5
PEAK EXPERIENCE

special photography provider:Chao Zhang;Photoshop by Aki Lee

"Almost doing nothing but switch the attitude towards architecture.” 

———Ole Bouman  

- Does time is money,efficiency is life? The silo clock in the value factory shows with our hearts the exploration 

never ends

special photography provider:Chao Zhang
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IT IS THE TIME YOU HAVE WASTED FOR YOUR ROSE THAT MAKES YOUR 
ROSE SO IMPORTANT.

“
”

THE WORKERS SPEND MOST OF THE TIME ON HERE .IT IS THE VALUE OF 
THE FACTORY. IT IS THE TIME THEY SPEND ON HERE MAKES THE VALUE

If the time is like a library, 
 the architecture itself collected the changes of the time,
 as people had spend time inside by using this architecture,
 the walls, 
 left the mark of the time and the people who used to work here
 is the eyewitnesses

If the sociality is like a library ,
 a person does not own anything but have everything on the sociality,
 every space became a free space for every one to use it,
 or it is a basic space for everything with all the possibilities.

YSY�HSR�X�RIIH�XS�JYP½PP�your hunger so eagerly.
You don't need to have a high-speed to the succeed.
You don't need to feel lost anything or feel nothing you had.

MAKE IT SIMPLE
FULL USE OF THE SURROUNDINGS
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